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over a wide range of parameters.

processors, aHowing up to 4 outstanding

can improve

On current multi-
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is sufficient

to

achieve most of the potential benefit of this technique. Prefetching
can improve the execution time of several of the applications by as
much as 20-5070, even on current multiprocessors.
The rest of the
applications

. ..$3.50
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may also benefit in titure
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tion. In contrast, this paper combines
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Tera does

to achieve high processor utilization.
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Previous experimental
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This paper makes the following
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only
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of an application

occur only on such misses. This
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switch
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perform-

the idea of

where caches reduce the number of remote

cache misses and context-switches

processors

cache misses. Software prefetches are issued only for blocks
that would otherwise cause a remote cache miss.
the section

that we wish to model.

Mukithreading
and prefetching result in longer remote cache
miss latencies and shorter run-lengths
due to increased

[3].

both single-cycle

memo~

traffic and cache pollution.

context-switches
and high single-thread performance by allowing
instructions from multiple threads to interleave arbitrarily
in the

The models ignore the impact of multithreading

processorpipeline.

ing on program synchronization

The Tera MTA [4] takes an extreme approach by
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performance

andprefetchand scheduling.

inequalities,
Number of contexts on a processor
:

Context-switch

(time to service a cache miss involving

G(p)

remote nodes)

U(p)

Processor utilization

G(p)

Gain due to multithreading

{

of time doing usefid computation)

Equations

(U(p) /U(l))

.*-
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P

otherwise
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and gain due to prefetching.
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and
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the added accuracy is not worth the additional
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Model
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models may yield tighter upper bounds on the benefit of
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and C and

Sections 4 and 5 use the model to evaluate mukithreading

processor utilization

In contrast, we use a simple model of processor utilization
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t(p),
such that mul-

We define that range of run-lengths

of multithreading
threading performance

the values of T(p)

results in both a significant

of processor utilization
Model

+PC

for a given machine architecture.

allows us to determine the range of run-lengths,

model.

tithreading

A Performance

l)t(p)

a useful tool for evaluating

tential benefits of multithreading

of the parameters in the multithreading

< (P -

(2)

The machine’s

3.1

1), is

<

t(p) Average run-length (time between remote cache misses)

Table 1: Definitions

gain from using a multith= U(p)/U(

threads)

Remote cache miss latency

(percentage

performance

overhead

(time to switch between processor-resident
T(p)

the maximum

readed processor with p contexts, G(p)

software prefetching
prefetchinstructions

miss otherwise.

Often,

Thus, we need to identify

com-

for Prefetching
relies on a user or comfor data cache blocks that

such a task is program-dependent.

the type of programs

we are interested

in modeling.

for our purposes.
In the following

The main parameters

that affect the performance

of multith-

analysis,

we focus on regular

ural candidate for prefetching.

loops as a nat-

We find that a number of the applic-

readed processors are the number of contexts p, the context-switch

ations we consider in this paper contain loops that can be optimized

overhead C, the latency of remote cache misses T(p),

through prefetching.

erage run-length

t(p).

Our model

dict processor utilization,
G(p).

U(p),

Table 1 summarizes

Figure
utilization
contexts

1 illustrates

uses these parameters

to pre-

ant fraction

The prototypical

two cases to consider

exist to overlap

Furthermore,

processor.

remote

when modeling

cache miss latency

< (p– l)t(p)

for (i = O; i < N; i++)

the

+PC.

A prefetching

completely.

compiler

would transform

In the second case, not

prefetch(O, p);

processor is

/* prefetch
if T(p)

< (p – l)t(p)

the gain achievable

for (j = O; j < step; j ++)

presented in [1].

and derive an upper bound on

The parameters involved

G(p).

for a non-multithreaded

prefetching
processor is

to i+2*step–

in modeling

loop are the number

remote cache misses, T(p),
per prefetched block,

‘(1)= t(1)+T(l)

length

+ j);

*/

compute(i*step

+ j);

the behavior

of the above

of cache blocks prefetched

time, p, the overhead of each prefetch instruction,

t(1)

1 */

1 */
compute(i*step

}
/* compute last ‘step’ iterations

through multithreading,

The processor utilization

step){

p);

for (j = O; j < step; j++)

otherwise

We carry the analysis a step further

i +=

p blocks for iter i+step

/* compute iters i to i+step–
(1)

This is the same model for processorutilization

such a loop to a piece

/* prefetch p blocks for iter O */

prefetch(i+step,

+ pC

u(p) =
&

compute(i);

of code similar to:

for (i = O; i < N–step;

of a multithreaded

looks like:

In the first case, enough

Thus, the utilization

{

a signific-

time of those applications.

loop that we target for prefetching

enough contexts exist so that the processor suffers some idle time.

&

such loops comprise

of the total execution

and the gain due to multithreading,

these parameters.

of a mukithreaded

This occurs when Z’(p)

and the av-

at a

c, the latency of

and the average amount of computation

t.This last parameter is equivalent to the run-

t(p)in the multithreading

model.

Table 2 summarizes

these

parameters.
As observed in [1 ], multithreading
increase remote memory
cache interference
T’(l)

latencies.

and finer computation

due to higher network

and

Prefetching

t(p)< t(1)due to

communication

may shorten run-lengths
That is,

and memory

grain sizes, and T(p)
contention.

allows

schedule the prefetches

2

the machine

With these
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greater flexibility

and computation,
according

when trying

since the compiler

to overlap
or user can

to the remote access latency of

and the amount of work per iteration

of each loop in

T(p)

}
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t(p)

~~

Context

--

I

4
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1
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1
_ Time
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-.,, -..

I

I

.. . . . .
t(j)]
~]
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.,”
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Figure

1: Time lines illustrating
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contexts. In the second case, T(p)

of communication

latency
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Idle

T(p),

Context

with computation,

(1)Complete Overlap

—

I

I

+’”’”~
~—-

gitf

iJlustiting

tieoverlap

cache blocks forcomputation

processor cycles in eveq

ofcommication
blockpt,.

other computation

@t;’

..

latency, T(p),

Inthesecond

Number

Prefetch overhead (time taken by a prefetch instruction)

case, T(p)

with computation,
istoolong

of cache blocks prefetched

if T(p)

1P

u(p) =

pt;

U(P)

Average computation per prefetched
processor utilization withpprefetches

G(p)

Gaindue

Table2:

Definitions

remote nodes)

the iteration

step size appropriately

The optimal
available

and

ance gain from prefetching,

Another

into the cache may be

limitation

isthe

the amount of usefi.d work that can be overlapped
may be insufficient

to hide memory

In a similar

latency

Again,

there are two cases to consider.

to overlap remote memory

to provide

it is possible

single computation

to have loops that prefetch
transform

block

such loops

ofierwise

< pt + 2pc
(4)

way to the multithreading

a useful tool for evaluating

fetching.

For a given machine

4

In the second

more than one computation

into an equivalent

2&&ll

4 provide

Evaluating

model,

the potential

architecture,

Equations

3 and

benefits of pre-

we can determine

results in both a significant

and prefetching

the

gain and

in order to justifi

and Prefetching

describing

a

the Alewife

context-switch,

ahead.
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in the MIT

hard-

for evaluating
architecture,

on Alewife

an evaluation

Alewife

support for both multithreading

presents an ideal platform

block

loop that prefetches

Multithreading

This section applies our models towards
threading

wife provides
‘While

perform-

is

In the first

enough computation

access latency completely,

if T(p)

a reasonable level of processor utilization
ware support for prefetching.

case, the computation block is too short to avoid processor idle time.
The resulting processor utilization is given by

ahead, we can always

so that the maximum

= U(p) /U(0),

~

range oft such that prefetching

accessing cache blocks to be used one computation

case, enough blocks are prefetched

G(p)

<
{

buffer. Under

Figure 2 illustrates the behavior of the prefetching loop. The execution alternates between prefetch and computation intervals, with
block ahead.’

G(p)

number of

completely.

each prefetch

~ T(0),

(see code segments above).

prefetched blocks that can fit in a prefetchhransaction
these constraints,

we

without

t
‘(0)= t+ T(0)

number of blocks to prefetch also depends on the

with communication

The processor utilization

is

model.

of prefetches adjustsp

cache space; blocks prefetched

replaced before being used.

< pt + 2pc
(3)

compute the ratio U(p) /U(0).
prefetching

intheprefetching

scheduling

idIe

otherwise

Tt(p)

Again, we assume T(p)
This intelligent

pc,

insome

To derive an upper bound on the gain due to prefetching,

cache block
atatime

(U(p) /U(0))

of theparameters

blocks atatime.

hidden andresults

(*

at a time

(time to service a cache miss involving

toprefetching

I

pt, whenprefetchingp

to becompletely

Remote cache miss latency

the program.

2

block.

c

t

=

Idle

(Ii) Incomplete Overlap

P

T(p)

Wl”thp

Time

..@s
~

gw
Idle

Timelines

when multithreading

I

T(p)
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t(p),
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I

Figure2:
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Machine

of multi[2],
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and prefetching,
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and
Atler
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and prefetch overhead parameters to determine

the
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Figure 4: Modeling

Figure 3: Architecture

of the MIT Alewife

lengths of a number of applications
lie within

Next, we measure the rtm-

on Alewife

the sweet spots. Last, to corroborate

a subset of the applications

abled, and measure the resulting

g3.5

to find out if they
and prefetching

~3

en-

The

MIT

Alewife

gains.

cache, 8M bytes of DRAM,

chip (EMRC)

Communication

;

an Elko-seties

and Memory
implements

Management
routing

Unit

(CMMTJ).

and are connected

Alewife’s

.s
.g

The

in a 2-D

scalable cache-coherent

supports multithreading

other register window.z

Alewife

ofprefetching

run-lengths.

to an-

However,

processor utilization

these same run-lengths.

loads and stores, and a

levels of processor utilization.
tolerating

to store prefetch data [17],

is extremely

As expected, long run-lengths
However,

techniques are very limited.

parameters

switch overhead,

2-cycle

for our models are its 18-cycle contextprefetch

instruction

gains due to the latency-

(A two-party

In our evaluation,

cache

shortestrtm-length

Predictions

bound) and the longest run-length

= 53.

on our own criteria

for Alewife

parameters.

2Spsrcle actually supportsa 14-cyclecontext-switch,but aminor bug in
of the CMMU

requires

a 4-cycle

processor utilization

tolerating

technique

In contras<
threading
considering

the carrent

values for utilization
criteria.
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and gain,

The essential point
where a latency-

is profitable.

previous

or prefetching

research has focused

on whether

can increase processor utilization

whether they are operating

ffom latency tolerance is significant

work-around.

(left

we chose this range of values based

of acceptable

here is that there is a bounded range of run-lengths

and pre-

Each graph plots both

processor utilization
and gain as a finction
of run-length.
These
graphs show that for both techniques, gains are significant for short

version

Although

so~o

that yields at least 20% potential

others are free to decide on different

Figures 4 and 5 present the results of the multithreading
fetching models with Alewife’s

we define the sweet spot to be between the

that yields at least

gain (right bound).
Model

in

between the extremes of run-lengths.

cache miss takes 63 cycles.)

Thus, we assume that C = 18, c = 2, and T(p)

4.2

highlight

lies somewhere

overhead, and aver-

age remote cache miss latency of 53 cycles,
miss takes 42 cycles and a three-party

low for

lead to high

These observations

the fact that the sweet spot for both techniques
Alewife’s

on Alewife.

remote communica-
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We should note that using the average
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even if the application

run lengths.

However,

sidered.

proof of this here due to space limitations.
The prefetching
tithreading

run-lengths

run-lengths,
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although

causes mukithreading

parameters
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is that mukithreading

reason for this difference

is that multithreading
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while prefetching

run-lengths
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is implemented

out execution,
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or programmer
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context,

prefetching,
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tions respect the models’

multithreading
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the loops are actually longer than
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timal performance,

because cache miss rates out-

latency-tolerating
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cache misses and prefetches.
inflate the run-lengths

measure the time in between

remote

Thus, a high local cache miss rate can

since the local miss latency in included in the

of 200-2000

behavior

performance

The models

run-lengths
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and experimental
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and Stanford
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machine
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for short
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the prefetching

factor for the applications
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meters. This result means that even an application
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over-

that are longer than 50 cycles. As with multithread-

The figure also shows the interesting
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overhead
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context-switch
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ing, prefetch overhead is not a significant
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for

We also see that prefetch overhead has very little effect

for run-lengths
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Figure 13 shows the effect of varying prefetch instruction
head on prefetching,
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context-switch
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cies on prefetching,
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this effect.
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Figure 11 shows the effect of varying
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Figure 10 shows the effect of varying
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that context-switch
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cies on multithreading,

However,
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application

and the prefetch

asso-

overhead for mul-

enough contexts or prefetch buffers to cover the latency,

on multithreading,

enough contexts or prefetch buffers to tolerate

the latencies. The vertical
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is the overhead

the context-switch

Figure 12 shows the effect of varying

techniques.

Figures 10 and 11 model the effect of varying remote cache miss
Iatencies, assuming

that affects performance

longer run-lengths.

number of contexts or prefetch buffers to tolerate them. The models
performance

and Prefetching

ciated with each technique:

Iengths.

Longer latencies require a larger

show that longer latencies also increase the potential

of Multithreading

lower overheads tend to extend the sweet spot towards shorter run-

The latency of remote cache misses determines the amount of comthat must be tolerated.
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This paper introduces
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and performance

sweet spot towards

longer run-lengths.

threading and prefetching.

lengths in our experiments

Since the application

run-

plication

either lie outside the sweet spots or only

with their rightmost

ence on performance

region,

overhead makes little

for the applications

differ-
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for Other

A recently
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cessors for parallel

alternative

computing

connected via high-speed

latency-tolerating

on the implications

is to use commodity
Multithreading

ing may have a larger impact here. Such a platform
remote memory

our models predict

that multithreading

performance

so high, these techniques

significantly.

and prefetch-

Multiprocessor

latency-hiding
performance

vances in processor
local memory

of the applications

in soflware,

speeds outstrip

An evaluation

systems.

As ad-

will

advances in memory

speeds,

performance

mote memory

latencies. Uniprocessor

allow multithreading

because a context-switch

and prefetching

and prefetching

significantly.

A comparison

re-

has

usually

changes shows that
than their associated

short run-lengths.

On such a platform, context-switch
and prefetch overheads will be
significant and will need to be reduced as much as possible.

application

the higher over-

becomes less of a factor.

of the two models

latencies and/or applications

remote cache misses.

to improve

With longer latencies,

preferable over multithreading

local cache misses me likely

to be much more frequent than multiprocessor

With short latencies, prefetching

of the effect of technological

head of context-switching

It is conceivable

processors, close to today’s multiprocessors’

The main reason

short remote cache miss latencies (<

ance benefits ofmultithreading

that cache misses will take upwards of 50 cycles in the next generation of high-speed

while some but not all

overheads. A remote cache miss latency of greater than 200 cycles

have also been sug-

latencies become more significant.

a rep-

Machine

remote cache miss latencies have a greater impact on the perform-

memory loads and stores.

techniques

ilom

consumes more processor cycles than a prefetch instruction.

Since latencies are

in uniprocessor

set of

very few of the applications

can benefit from prefetching.

an advantage over multithreading

and prefetching

for a particular

running on the MIT Alewife

from multithreading,

150 cycles) in these machines,

At such

They provide

to evaluate if a particular

of the sweet spots with run-lengths

behind this is the relatively

a 5 ns

under which the

significantly.

will be effective

shows that for current multiprocessors,

pages as opposed to cache blocks. The hardware

gested to improve

technique

can benefit significantly

is likely to have

could even be implemented

would only need to support non-blocking

latencies and application

parameters and applications.

A comparison

workstations

muki-

as well as the benefits of these tech-

performance

resentative set of applications

multipro-

cycle time, this results in a latency of about 2000 cycles,

memo~

of our

latencies in the order of 10 ,US. Assuming

are likely to improve

architectuml

platforms.

to custom-designed

networks.

such as memory

show the limits
may improve

utilization

techniques:

The models, based on hardware and ap-

a method for architects and programmers

of other computing

of processor

niques. The models define sweet spots: conditions

in our suite.

Architectures

We conclude this section by speculating
analysis on the architecture

models

gain for two latency-tolerating

characteristics

run-lengths,
techniques

handling

overhead on prefetching.

exist.

in contrast with longer latencies that extend the

latencies,

instruction

the sweet spot and the range ofapplication

shorter run-lengths,

5.3

I,-n5

lengths.

provided that enough prefetch buffers and network bandwidth

overlap

.

I n4

t, (cyc;es)

shows that prefetching

is

for machines with low remote access
with poor locality

The performance

and consequently

of both techniques

is compar-

able for applications with high remote access latencies and/or good
locality. For the applications in our suite, prefetching is the technique of choice for current multiprocessors,

5A similar effectcanbeobservedin Figure 12but hsrdwaresupportfor a 1-cycle
context-switchis moreexpensivethanfor a 1-cycleprefetchinstructionoverhead.

ing and prefetching
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while both multithread-

can be successful for fiture

multiprocessors.
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